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Wille found an asymptotic approximation to r(n, q), the number of unlabeled 
oriented graphs on n points and q directed lines, for a wide interval of q and 
conjectured that, for given n, the maximum of r(n, q) occxrs at q = [2(1X+1)/3]. 
We find the (different) asymptotic approximation to r(n, q) valid for the re- ,’ 
maining interval of q and prove Wille’s conjecture for all large n. 
We write T(Iz, q) for the number of nonisomorphic unlabeled graphs (no 
loops, no multiple lines) on n points and q lines and r(~., q) for the corre- 
sponding number of oriented unlabeled graphs, i.e., graphs in which any two 
points are not joined, or joined by a directed line in one direction or by a 
directed line in the other direction. We write also N = ~(n - 1)/2, 
A = ll(n, q) = N!/{q! (iv - q)! a!}, p = p(q) = 2(q/fl) - log n. 
In what follows, A, C, and 7 are numbers, not always the same at each 
occurrence. Of these, A and C are positive and independent of H and q. 
A denotes any positive number we may choose, while C is a suitable positive 
number which may depend on any A present or implied. All our statements 
carry the implied condition that n and q are large enough, that is, that n > C 
and q > C. The O( ) notation refers to the passage of n and q to infinity 
and the constant implied is a C. An T is a number which is O(qwc) for 
some C. 
Wille [l] has proved that 
d4 q) - 29w% qL 01 
provided that p + co as n -+ co. I have proved [2] that 
Th q) - 4% c?l> (21 
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provided that min{p(q), p(N - q)} --+ co as n + MJ. I found the asymptotic 
behavior of Y(n, q) when p < A in some detail in [3]; Theorem I enables us 
to deduce that of r(q q). 
For any fixed n the maximum of A(q q) occurs at q = [2(iV + 1)/3]. 
Wille conjectures that the same is true for r(q q). I prove this for large 
enough n. 
THEOREM 2. If n > C, then the maximum of r(n, q) occurs when q = 
PW + u/31. 
Wille remarks that 
for all PZ and q and so deduces (1) from my (2) for those q for which the 
latter holds. From Theorem 3 of [2] we have the following lemma. 
If (4) is satisfied, it follows from (3) and Lemma I, that 
Hence 
r(n, q) = 2*A(n, q){l + O(e@%)j. 
where 3Q = 2N - 1 = n2 - n - 1 = &l (mod 3). Since e-Cn = 
o{l/(q + l)}, the maximum of r(n, q) in the range (4) occurs at 
q = [(Q + I)1 = PW + 1)/31. 
It follows easily from Wille’s result (I) that this is the maximum in the 
interval in which p + a. The interval in which p < A is covered by 
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Theorem 1 and the results of [3] and so it only remains to prove Theorem 1. 
The so-called Burnside lemma tells us that 
where FT is the number of labeled (n, q) graphs invariant under the permu- 
tation n of the labels of the n points and the summation is over all possible ST. 
If r leaves the labels of just p of the points unaltered and if Fr’ is the number 
of labeled (YZ, q) graphs in which all the other n - p points are isolated, 
we have Fr’ = P!/{q!(P - q)!}, where p = JJ(~ - 1)/2. The fundamental 
Lemma 3 of [3] tells us that 
If we apply the arguments of the proof of the fundamental lemma to the 
case of the oriented graph, we find that 
when (6) is satisfied, and the result of Theorem 1 above follows at once. 
We can extend this to the range q < +z just as in [3]. 
Once we had a result equivalent to (5) above in [3], the problem of summing 
Z,r F,r’, and so finding the approximation to T(n, q) for p < A, was compli- 
cated rather than difficult. We give two theorems which follow immediately 
from Theorem 1 and the results of [3]. 
THEOREM 3. If A -c p c A, then 
r(n, q) = 2gLt(n, q) exp(-e+)(l + v)/(l - e-U). 
We take u to be the positive real number such that u log Q = 2q and write 
V = [u] and 
K(V) = e-1{27rV/(l + log V)}ljZ. 
THEOREM 4. If p c -An-li2, then 
We see that the approximation in Theorem 4 depends only on q and 
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not on K In the narrow range of q between the intervals covered by 
Theorems 3 and 4 slightly more complicated results hold good; these may 
readily be deduced from those of [3] by Theorem I. 
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